
A Guide to Event 
Mobile Apps



Powerful Foundation:
Schedule, Social 
and Sponsors

Robust, Flexible Agenda
Attendees can navigate quickly and effectively through 
the most involved of schedules with breakout sessions, 
speaker photos and bios, locations and mapping, pre-
sentation attachments, and tracks and other categoriza-
tions with filtering, sorting and searching.

Attendee Pre-Planning
Attendees can create their customized My Schedule and 
Booth Visit plans, fully synced across all their devices. 
As they make their selections, you'll get an early look at 
which sessions and companies are attracting the most 
attention.

Flexible 
Messaging
Send broadcast and push messages to everyone or to 
select groups and individuals. You may schedule any 
message ahead of time so that everything goes out as 
planned while your attention is elsewhere.

Feedback Surveys
Each survey is fully customizable per session and for 
the entire event. Detailed, visual reporting makes it easy 
to assess results during and after the event. Integrated 
Live Polling can supplement surveys as well. (Details 
below.)

Usage Reporting
Log into our system at any moment to take the heart-
beat of your event. Identify what’s working and what 
could be improved, and easily make adjustments on 
the fly.

Presentations and Handouts
Upload and secure storage of PDFs and other docu-
ments are included. Attach them to agenda sessions or 
exhibitor profiles for a convenient, paper-free solution.

All the Rest
News, Notes, Logistics, Links, RSS feeds & more. All 
information is synced across devices so that users may 
move seamlessly from their desktop to their tablet to 
their phone.

Getting the Basics Right
Touchpoint offers the most intuitive and 
flexible core features that will drive us-

age and attendee engagement.
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Intuitive Networking Tools
It’s easy for people to connect with others who share 
their interests with attendee "like-minded" searching 
and filtering. When paired with private attendee messag-
ing and editable profiles, attendees can put their best foot 
forward and network effectively.

Contact Exchange
Each attendee has a virtual business card that they may fully 
customize with information, a headshot, a corporate logo and 
more. Trading cards is quick and easy with a snapshot of a QR 
code.

External Social Feeds ...
We offer full support for users to post to Twitter and other net-
works. We also pull information back into the app for others to see.

... Supercharged with a  
Private Social Network
Your users can post photos, comments and reactions easily in the 
app—no public social media account needed. Any user can participate 
and you reap the benefits of crowd-sourced content to use in future 
marketing efforts. Our "Pulse" feature lets planners have a dedicated 
area in the app for attendees to post answers and vote on questions that 
may be displayed in-app or on monitors throughout the conference. Think 
of it like an "always on" live poll.

Get Social
Support attendee networking and 
promote your event with social 
feeds, contact exchange and more.

Exhibitor and Sponsor Showcase

Robust Exhibitor Profiles
Your exhibitors can include a full description and contact
information as well as attachments, attendee profiles and more. 
Exhibitors are easily categorized and tagged to support filter-
ing, sorting and searching as attendees plan out their visits.

Sponsorship Opportunities
Rotating home page sponsor images offer prime real es-
tate. Individual agenda sessions are easily sponsored as 
well. Beacon technology allows a select set of exhibitors 
to send location-based messages. Inclusion in the gami-
fication module drives booth visits.

Show Floor maps
Exhibitors may be easily located on the fully
interactive show floor maps.

Lead Retrieval
Stop overpaying for proprietary systems and 
hardware. Allow your sponsors and exhibitors to 
quickly and easily scan an attendee badge to 
acquire contact information and rate leads.
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Driving Behavior

Gamification
Gamification is fun for your attendees, but 
its core purpose is to encourage and drive 
behavior. Touchpoint has the most extensive 
and customizable gaming badge system in 
the event app industry. It rewards people 
for the activities you want to encourage: 
social sharing, contact exchange, schedule 
planning, exhibitor booth visits, session 
check-ins and much more. Badges are 
displayed on the Leaderboard as well as on 
the attendee’s profile. Not only do badges 
reward actions, they also allow attendees to 
proudly display more about themselves by 
their actions: yes, I am the kind of person 
who earned a badge for checking into three 
financial management sessions AND one for 
competing in the late night karaoke contest.

Every single time we’ve included gamifi-
cation, it has been a hit. From large trade 
shows to senior executive internal leadership 
meetings. We would love to tell you more.

To-Do Task List
With the personalized to-do list, you can 
assign tasks to everyone, by participant 
types or to specific individuals. Not only can 
your users see constantly updated lists of 
their tasks and check off the ones they have 
completed, but you’ll get a full report of who 
has done what ... and who is procrastinating.

You’re in Control:
Driving Behavior and Custom Content

Powerful Custom Content Tools

Personal Itineraries
Touchpoint® makes it easy for you to design and update itineraries for everyone 
or just a select set of VIPs. Breakout sessions, as well as spa appointments? No 
problem! These personal schedules are always up to date in the app, so last minute 
changes are a breeze and attendees know they will always see their latest informa-
tion.

Participant Types
This powerful customization tool lets you categorize your attendees to allow them to 
see many kinds of content for just their category. Sessions, logistics, links, exhibitors, 
messages and more may be filtered in this way so that your Sales attendees know to 
report to the lobby at 10 am and your Product Management attendees at 10:30 am. 
Feel free to combine with personal itineraries for a fully tailored experience.

Messaging
It is easy to send messages to everyone, specific individuals or to select groups, 
either by participant types or custom categories you create. With push messaging 
enabled, you’ll know you can reach a particular target immediately. Use our sched-
uled messaging and automated meeting reminders to make your life even easier.

Branding and Theming
Your app is a direct extension and reflection of your organization. It needs to look 
like ... you. While Touchpoint offers great themes right out of the box, the app may 
be fully customized according to your organization’s guidelines. Colors, icons and 
more may be individually selected and designed in our theme tool. We have yet to 
encounter a set of corporate branding guidelines that we can’t meet.
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A Complete Event Platform
Your event app is the hub of a new ecosystem that 
replaces functionality you previously had to assemble 
from disparate, unconnected vendors. Our integrated 
system offers great new opportunities for you to en-
gage attendees and pull together a comprehensive 
view of your guests.

Live Polling
Touchpoint’s custom-developed live polling system makes it easy for the 
audience to vote, comment and ask questions of speakers in real time. 
Results can be displayed in the app and on the large screen. Since poll-
ing is directly integrated with our app, access, moderation and reporting 
are a breeze, and you’ll be able to see who said what and download a 
detailed report.

Meetings
The Touchpoint Meetings tool provides a control center for you to ar-
range meetings between attendees at your event. You’ll easily be able to 
select participants, identify scheduling conflicts, and avoid double-book-
ing of rooms.  Once you have scheduled a meeting, each attendee will be 
able to see the time, location and detailed profiles of who is attending. If 
you are leveraging another meetings tool, those meetings will be reflect-
ed here once the data is integrated so that you have a full understanding 
of what your attendees can see in the app.

Speaker/Exhibitor Self-Management
Save your time and empower your constituents by allowing speakers and 
exhibitors to log into the VIP Management Portal. There they may update 
their profile, access relevant live polls, and manage supplemental infor-
mation like attachments, collateral and presentations.

Continuing Education Credits
Attendees may earn CE credits and track their own 
progress in the app. Full reporting is available to 
the event planner and attendees may also receive 
an email report and a certificate verifying credits 
earned. Multiple credit types are supported.

Capacity Planning
Easily anticipate and prevent room overflow chal-
lenges by enabling capacity planning. As your at-
tendees plan their schedules, you may set limits on 
room sizes. If an attendee views a session where 
the room is full or if he or she has already added a 
session during the same time period, a message will 
display as to why it cannot be added to their per-
sonal schedule. This reservation system offers full 
reporting so that you may adjust locations as
popular sessions fill up.

Social Wall
As Touchpoint is pulling your external social network 
information into the app from Twitter, we make it 
easy to provide a simple integrated view of all the 
social feed activity both inside and outside the app 
on large displays throughout your conference hall. 
Displaying Twitter posts alongside photos from the 
app photo sharing tool takes just a couple of clicks.
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v enterprise customers include five of the 
world’s largest financial services companies, 
leading pharmaceutical / life science organiza-
tions and premier technology firms. Security 
is one of the many reasons why we have been 
selected to serve them.

End User 
Apps
Each feature release of the 
app is tested thoroughly 
by Data Theorem, the 
leading mobile software 
security firm.

Touchpoint
Cloud

Our people and processes are 
as important as our technol-
ogy. We have been issued a 
clean report by SOC 2 auditor, 
Cherry Bekaert. 

SSL security verified by Qualys. 
Compare https://gatherdigital.
com against our competitors at 
ssllabs.com/ssltest

Content 
Dashboard
The Touchpoint 
content management 
system and server 
infrastructure are 
tested annually.

Touchpoint: Verified Security

Our Company

Network Penetration 
tested annually by 
Verizon.

Overall Rating
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PowerPacks

Engage!
Strengthen attendee bonds and help drive desired behaviors.

  •  Live Polling and Q&A
      with Speaker Portal
  •  Pulse Votes
  •  Badge Game 
     with Large Screen Leaderboard

Empower!
Tailor attendee experience with high-level customization.

  •  Participant Types or Personal Itineraries
  •  Attendance Tracking
  •  CE Credit PowerUP (Multiple Credits, Certificate)
  •  Capacity Planning

Expo!
Create a powerful lead conversion package for your exhibitors.

  •  Lead Generation/Lead Retrieval
 
  •  Exhibitor Self-Serve
  •  Exhibitor Videos, Ratings & Comments 
  

365 App

 Essential Mobile Event App
  • Attendee Messaging, Editable Profiles, Login options

  •  Agenda (w/speaker details, breakout sessions, tracks, 
locations, presentations, My Schedule customization)

  •  Home Screen Builder

  •  Contact Exchange

  •  Exhibitor Toolkit (sponsor images, booth locations,           
interactive maps, contact details, sponsor level display  
and exhibitor attendee listing and messaging)

  •  CE Credits Basic (Credits, Reporting)

  •  Social Wall

  •  Targeted Updates (w/optional Push Notifications to           
individuals, specific groups or all attendees)

  •  Surveys (w/detailed reporting)

  •  To-Do Task List

  •  In-App Brochures, Research Documents, PDFs, Videos

  •  Discussion Board

  •  Photo Sharing

  •  Note-Taking, Commenting

  •  News, RSS Feeds, Info and Links Small Group (1x1) Meetings
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Prices are per event. Ask about discounts for additional 
events and multi-year deals!

Add-On Dynamics

1st 100 exhibitors included

1 min. of video per exhibitor included



Contact us today about a mobile app solution for your next event.

Phone: (919) 932 4266
Email: contact@gatherdigital.com

Website: https://www.certain.com/products/touchpoint/
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